Westport Public Schools
Strategic Plan 2017 – 2020

Executive Summary
Our Mission:
To prepare all students to reach their full potential as lifelong learners
and socially responsible contributors to our global community.
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in February
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the world a better place.
of a committee
comprised of
administrators,
teachers, students, parents, and representatives from the
Board of Education, Board of Finance, and Representative Town Meeting. Under the leadership of Dr. Colleen
Palmer, the new Superintendent of Schools, the Strategic
Planning Committee began to develop a multi-year plan
that honors the legacy of the District and serves as a
strategic compass to position students for success in the
years ahead.
This plan is built on feedback from families, teachers,
administrators, students, town leaders, and community
members through an online survey, focus group conversations, and individual interviews. In addition, the Superintendent conducted an extensive listening tour as part
of her entry to the District, hosting formal and informal
meetings with stakeholders, to gather information about
their views on the District’s strengths and opportunities
for growth.
The value of excellence in education is a cherished belief
of the entire Westport community. The District has a
strong partnership with the town and its citizens. From
the resources provided by the Town governmental bodies,
to the community talents so selflessly shared with the
District, the positive connections of the Town with the
District are invaluable.
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The District believes that if it:
1. ensures that all faculty have a command of their
respective teaching standards, facilitate the design of
rigorous and engaging curricula built on the foundation of appropriate standards, and develop a comprehensive system of assessment and metrics for determination of progress towards goals;
2. ensures that it focuses on the physical, social, and
emotional well-being of students and staff that supports a culture of emotional intelligence, empathy,
and kindness;
3. ensures that the structure of its organization and
allocation of resources are aligned for optimal student
outcomes and efficiency of resources;
4. ensures that its financial plan over the next three
years and its educational facilities are designed and
utilized to support the success of the critical work of
the District; and
5. ensures that it maintains a relentless focus on serving
both the internal and external stakeholders of the
District…
... then the District will continue to serve the best interests of the students and families of Westport.

Coleytown Elementary

Greens Farms Elementary

Westport Public Schools is comprised of nine schools
with an enrollment of 5,459 at the time of this writing:
•

Five K-5 neighborhood elementary schools and the
Stepping Stones preschool. Elementary enrollment:
2,325 students:

Coleytown Elementary School, Greens Farms Elementary
School, Kings Highway Elementary School, Long Lots Elementary School, Saugatuck Elementary School

•

Kings Highway Elementary

Two middle schools, grades 6–8. Middle school enrollment: 1,370
Bedford Middle School, Coleytown Middle School

•

One high school, grades 9–12, Staples High School,
has an enrollment of 1,854 students.
Long Lots Elementary
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Staples High School
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•

The World Language Department offers six different
languages and engages students in cultural studies, as
well as presenting the world from multiple perspectives on a regular basis. Multi-cultural units of study
and programs celebrate diversity in all its elements.

•

The District’s longstanding commitment toward
economic and racial
diversity is embodied
in the students from
Bridgeport who attend
Westport Public Schools
through the state’s Open
Choice program. Westport enrolls a small number of Choice students
entering kindergarten
each year based on available open kindergarten seats
in our five elementary schools, continuing to make
Westport’s one of the largest Open Choice programs
in this area.

This is Our Mission

To prepare all students to reach their full potential
as lifelong learners and socially responsible
contributors to our global community.

W

e achieve this mission by fostering critical and
creative thinking, and collaborative problem solving
through a robust curriculum delivered by engaging and
dedicated educators.
We are committed to maintaining an environment that
supports inquiry and academic excellence, emotional and
physical well-being, appreciation of the arts and diverse
cultures, integrity, and ethical behavior.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Our Four Guiding Principles
We aspire to be:
Emotionally and socially aware
Kind with sincerity
Principled in thought and action
Learning always

• The high school’s diversity program, which encourages
respect for all people, includes the Gay-Straight
Alliance and other cultural clubs.
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•

• We continue to have a portion of our school population coming to Westport from foreign countries,
adding a multi-cultural presence to the school system.
In 2016-2017 there were 314 students in our schools
coming from homes in which 43 different “dominant”
languages were spoken. While many students are
fluent in English,
50 participated in
our ESOL program.
Teachers tap into this
opportunity to share
and celebrate the
variety of cultures
in their classroom
and school. The high
school benefits from
Westport’s partnership with the Hwa
Chong Institution in Singapore. We have an active
exchange program in which students from Singapore
visit Staples High School and stay with several Westport families, and for the last three years we have
had students attend the Asia-Pacific Youth Leadership
Summit hosted on the Hwa Chong campus.

These Guiding Principles undergird the work of all areas and all members of our District.

We Value Diversity and Inclusion

W

estport
Public
Schools continues to value and seek
opportunities
for teachers
and students
to participate
with others
from diverse
backgrounds in order to reduce racial, ethnic, and economic isolation. Here’s how:
•

The high school has welcomed students from Westport’s “A Better Chance” program which brings academically able but less affluent students from elsewhere in the country to live in Westport and attend
Staples High School.

The K-12 English/Language Arts program features
a balance of reading experiences, including diverse
literature representing voices from various cultures,
family backgrounds, and gender/sexual identities.
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Focus on Five Distinct Realms
1. Teaching and Learning
• standards
• curricula
• assessment
2. Healthy Learning Environment
• physical, social, emotional
well-being
• culture of emotional intelligence,
empathy, kindness
3. Organizational Synergy and Efficacy
• organizational structure
• allocation of resources
• aligned for optimal student outcomes
4. Facilities and Finance
• financial plan and educational
facilities
• designed to support success of
the District
5. Stakeholders
• relentless focus on internal and
external stakeholders

We Developed Our Plan Over Time
Winter 2017:
• Demographic and other background information
• Training for Focus Group facilitators

•

Spring 2017:
• Communication about the strategic planning
process to parents, faculty, and community
members via email letter to families of Westport
students, posting on District and Town websites,
various news media with an invitation to participate in the process via online survey, and focus
group conversations
• District-hosted focus groups, parents, teachers,
administrators, students (grades 5 through 12)
• Online survey sent to parents, staff, community
members, students (grades 5 through 12)
• Individual interviews with key Town leaders
(First Selectman, Board of Education members,
Board of Finance members) conducted by Lyle
Kirtman, Leadership Consultant

Strategic Planning Committee met several times
to review and synthesize data, and identify
strengths and areas for growth on which the
District could focus for the next three years

Summer 2017:
• Administrative team brainstormed goals in each
of five key areas
• Strategic Planning Committee refined goals
and developed draft to present to the Board of
Education
September 2017:
• Board of Education approved Draft: Strategic
Plan Goals
Fall – Winter 2017/2018:
• Administrative team led the development of
the Board approved goals into a clearly articulated Strategic Plan with action steps, measures
of success, and timelines for completion
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ith the approval of the Strategic Goals Framework
by the Westport Board of Education, a comprehensive road map to achieve those goals was put in place.
It contains strategies, action steps, metrics/evidence of
success, time frame and responsible parties.

GOAL 2
Healthy
Learning Environment

To give an idea of the matters the District addresses
through the Strategic Plan, a few examples follow:

•

GOAL 1

•

Teaching + Learning

•
•
Student Learning
• Articulate PK-12 philosophy of teaching and learning
• Ensure every student has a pathway to reach their
potential
• Create strategies that honor all pathways to success,
not just 4-yr. colleges
• Establish a system of authentic learning experiences
for all students that integrate competencies required
for success as a global citizen, actualizing the portrait
of a graduate

•

Organizational
Synergy & Efficacy
GOAL 3
•

Professional Learning and Outcomes
• Develop a system of revising and recording curricula
for each content area that is fully transparent with
respect to relevant information for students, parents/
guardians, educators, and the public
• Reinforce alignment of curricula with a global lens of
diversity and interconnectedness
• Ensure that appropriate rigor and student engagement in lesson design relate to standards
• Establish an effective comprehensive system of
student assessment that is also efficient in terms of
instructional time
• Ensure data are utilized appropriately to inform
decision-making for the continuous improvement of
teaching and learning
• Set annual District learning goals
• Continuously evaluate overall performance of the
District to assess progress, including subgroup performance to eliminate achievement gaps

Ensure the organizational structure, with respect to
effectiveness, efficiency, and coherence of the system, best serves all students and families in the most
efficient manner

GOAL 4

Facilities & Finance
•
•
•

Establish short (3 month) and long-term (3 year) plans
to identify further efficiencies, revenue generation
and collaboration to reduce the cost of education
Establish a 5-year capital improvement plan
Identify 3-5 areas of immediate focus for the 2018-19
budget development cycle

Stakeholder Focus

Communication
• Establish a robust communication plan to share relevant information related to teaching and learning for
all internal and external stakeholders
•

Develop a comprehensive plan for understanding,
accepting and respecting diversity for students, staff,
and families
Foster a culture that promotes kindness and inhibits
the incidence of student behaviors that results in social, emotional, or physical harm to other students
Develop a recruitment and retention strategy for
minority candidates
Develop a comprehensive plan for the District to integrate the Emotional Intelligence model of RULER from
Yale University (see pg 13, col 1, bullet 4)
Maintain best practices for healthy physical plants
(buildings) and nutrition

GOAL 5

•

Create a system of communication to share student
progress with families that is user-friendly, informative, accurate, timely, and comprehensive

•
•
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Establish District protocols for how visitors are received - personally, via phone and electronically
Establish feedback system from students, families,
staff, and community on District performance
Maintain effective modalities of communication to
meet the needs of the system’s stakeholders

How Many Students Attend Westport Public Schools?
– now and in the future –

Westport Connecticut Projected Enrollment

enrollment

PK–12 To 2022 Based On Data Through School Year 2017-18*

*Data prepared by NESDEC (New England School Development Council). Includes birth estimates based on historic trends.

Enrollment Trends Based On 2017 Data Presented by NESDEC - Nov. 2017
•
•
•
•

PK–12 enrollment is projected to decline by 411 students between 2017 and 2022. That represents an anticipated overall 8% decline over the next five years.
Elementary enrollment, however, is projected to be stable for the next decade with increasing enrollments at Kings Highway and Greens Farms but decreasing enrollments in the other
three elementary schools.
Kings Highway is expected to exceed capacity in 2019-20 at 104.5%.
Middle school enrollments show a decline in both schools based on known cohorts.

Smarter Balanced Assessments – % of Students At or Above Goal

assessment

English Lang Arts/Literacy

Mathematics

Grade

2015

2016

2017

2015

2016

2017

3

85%

83%

80%

81%

83%

78%

4

84%

84%

88%

80%

80%

80%

5

89%

87%

87%

73%

76%

77%

6

83%

80%

81%

66%

66%

72%

Grade

2015

2016

2017

7

90%

78%

77%

76%

75%

78%

5

84%

87%

82%

8

85%

81%

73%

65%

68%

63%

8

89%

86%

84%

2017 National SAT

• 2 domains: Evidence-based Reading/Writing &
Mathematics
• Westport average: 618 Reading/Writing; 611
Mathematics
• State mean: 524/505
• National mean: 538/533
Connecticut SAT School Day 2017
• Same structure as national exam
• 92% met state achievement standard for Reading/
Writing
• 78% met state standard for Mathematics
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CT Mastery Test –
% of Students At or Above Goal
Science

Advanced (AP) Placement

Course Participation
• 38% of grade 10-12 students participated in AP-level coursework
• Courses are offered across domains including the
Arts, English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies,
and World Languages
AP Exam Scores - 5-point scale, “3” is passing
• Mean score across subjects: 4.06
• 93% of students earned a 3, 4 or 5.
• 76% of students earned a 4 or 5.

About Our Schools
Stepping Stones Preschool

We believe a strong parent partnership is integral to
student and school success. Regular communication from
the school is inherent in our philosophy and practice. All
schools enjoy a close partnership with parents. As well as
numerous volunteers in the schools, parent groups support and enhance our school communities with programs
such as author visits, field day, movie nights, holiday
celebrations, spirit days, teaching and learning grants, Art
Smarts, cultural arts programming, and more.

S

tepping Stones, an integrated preschool housed in
Coleytown Elementary, has been an established
program through Westport Public Schools for over 20
years. Our philosophy is that children learn about the
world, themselves, and others through play and discovery
in concert with the Early Learning and Development
Standards established by the Connecticut State
Department of Education.

The Middle Schools

We believe that all children benefit from the opportunity
to learn from one another, respectful of each student’s
learning style, strengths, and needs. Inclusive classes that
respect and acknowledge differences will teach all of the
children to value diversity, despite any differences based
on gender, race, ethnicity, or exceptional educational
need.

B

oth middle schools include grades 6, 7, and 8. Our
middle schools strive to provide caring, safe, and
engaging learning environments for students and staff.
Students are assigned to grade level teams consisting of
four core classes (mathematics, science, language arts,
and social studies). Students also attend encore classes,
including world language, health, physical education,
drama, STEM*, art, and music.

The Elementary Schools

E

ach of our five neighborhood elementary schools has
its own unique personality with the K-5 experience
consistent across all of them. We believe when students
feel comfortable taking risks, they can engage in rigorous,
meaningful work. That is why providing a safe and nurturing environment where children and adults feel valued
and connected is our first priority.

In encore classes, students have opportunities to learn
with their peers from all grade-level teaching teams. As
part of the middle school curriculum, students complete
three years of world language (Mandarin, Spanish, or
French) and three
years of music
(band, orchestra,
chorus, or music
and technology).
An array of after-school clubs
and activities is
offered to all students in a coeducational setting.

We provide a standards-based curriculum implemented
with current best instructional practices; an approach to
social and emotional learning that fosters self-awareness,
empathy, resilience; and special programming and activities to build community.
Each school holds monthly “Town Meetings” to foster
a sense of belonging and school spirit, often reinforcing
one of our guiding principles such as kindness or learning
always.
7

In addition to comprehensive academic offerings, a focus
on positive social and emotional development is fostered
through developmental guidance lessons, and adult-student relationships through our “Connections” activities.

that help shape the campus into a gallery of works by
world-renowned painters, illustrators, photographers,
and sculptors. This partnership provides students with
internships, independent studies, and other projects
with the arts, connecting students with future career
paths and the town’s history as an artistic hub.
• The athletic program offers 18 different sports for
boys, 19 for girls, and a co-educational sailing team.
• During the 2015-16 school year, 1,042 students participated in an interscholastic sport, and 570 students
participated in multiple sports.
• Staples teams have won a state championship every
year from 1997 through 2016.
• Staples Athletics: 2014-15, 2015-16 Michaels Cup
Award

Teachers and administrators work to incorporate the
Westport 2025 goals of critical thinking, collaboration,
perseverance, and global thinking into their lesson design.
Daily lessons and activities aim to integrate the Guiding
Principles into daily lessons, conversations, and special
events.
* Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics

Staples High School

A

t Staples High School, there are many venues for students to pursue educational opportunities above and
beyond the regular course offerings. Within the school
year, Staples students can earn college credit in world language courses through the University of Connecticut Early
College Experience program, and students in the Authentic Science Research program can earn science credits
through the State University of New York at Albany.

Beyond arts and athletics, Staples partners with local
businesses that provide career exploration through shadowing and internships.
With an eye on fulfilling our mission to become “socially responsible contributors to our global community,”
Staples also partners with the Hwa-Chong Institution in
Singapore. Our students have been sent to the Asia-Pacific Youth Leadership Summit and the International Science
Youth Forum. Additionally, Staples has developed an
active student exchange program with Hwa-Chong.
While the following rankings are primarily based on
standardized test measures, the positive and inclusive
culture of the school provides the foundation for first-rate
academic, arts, and athletic programs. With this in mind,
the following points are of particular interest:
• Staples was recognized as a 2013 National Blue Ribbon School by the U.S. Department of Education
• #1 high school in CT in the 2018 Niche rankings
• #14 in the state in the 2016 U.S. News and World
Report rankings
• Named the #1 high school in CT by Connecticut Magazine in November 2008.

Staples High School partners with Westport Continuing
Education to offer courses for advancement and in some
cases for credit in summer school, as well as for personal
enrichment. Students may also seek approval for courses
at universities and online through the department chairs
and principal.
The arts and other creative programs are as highly valued
and regarded as the academic program. The athletic program is also highly regarded and respected. Individual and
group kudos are many. Here are some:
• Staples Players theater program is nationally recognized. The program was presented with the prestigious Moss Hart Award in 2006 in competition with
professional, community, collegiate, and other school
organizations throughout New England.
• The Orphenians select choral ensemble was chosen
to perform in San Francisco with Grammy Award
winning Chanticleer, one of the world’s top male a
cappella groups.
• Staples art students have been awarded both first and
second prizes in the Congressional Arts Awards district competition and have won first place eight times
in the last decade.
• Staples/WWPT Drury Award-Winning High School
Radio Station
• Staples TV Production- 2017 Boston/New England
Region High School Emmy-Live Sports Production
• Inklings, the school newspaper, recently received the
2013-14 Gold Medal with honors for Verbal and Visual from Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
• Staples is an active partner with the Westport Arts
Advisory and Permanent Art Collection committees

Graduating Class Profile

2016

2017

489

429

To 4-Year Schools

93.5%

93.2%

To 2-Year Schools

2.5%

3.3%

To Vocational/Post-Graduate Work

1.3%

1.2%

Directly Into Workforce

0.4%

0.5%

10

9

Number of graduates

National Merit Scholar Finalists
National Merit Scholar Semi- Finalists

2

1

National Merit Scholar Commended

25

26

Number of students who took AP
Exams

550

532

Number of AP Exams administered

1,197

1,188

Score of “3” or higher* on AP Exams

91%

93%

*On a 5-point scale, 3 is a passing score.
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elementary schools’ mathematics curriculum is based on
the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. The
primary mathematics textbook, Singapore Math, is the
basic resource used to deliver this curriculum. Students
are encouraged to collaborate with peers and use multiple methods to solve real world problems: creativity,
communication skills, and conceptual understanding.
The grades 6-8 curriculum challenges all levels of students
and emphasizes critical thinking by using multiple methodologies to solve mathematical problems. Grades 9-12
students experience a differentiated curriculum building
foundations in functions, geometry, algebraic reasoning,
trigonometry and calculus, and the application of problem solving and critical thinking to multiple theoretical
and real-world challenges. To prepare students for college
majors and career fields, the department offers electives
in statistics, personal financial management, accounting,
and discrete mathematics. Students who have completed
the traditional curriculum through AP Calculus may opt to
take college-level courses in multivariable calculus and/or
differential equations taught within the department.

English/Language Arts

W

estport Public Schools offers students an array of
literacy opportunities to hone their communication,
critical and creative thinking skills as they develop into
global citizens and lifelong learners.
Literacy instruction in K-5 is taught through a balanced
approach. Two instructional structures used daily are
Reading Workshop and Writing Workshop. The curriculum
for both are aligned with the Common Core Standards.
In Writing Workshop students are taught the three major
types of writing: narrative, persuasive/opinion, and informational/procedural. Reading Workshop teaches students
how to read across genres. The units move from emergent reading including foundational work around reading
behaviors in the earliest grades, to helping students become independent as they learn to read closely, compare
and contrast, consider perspective, evaluate arguments,
and develop higher-level thinking skills. There is also a
systematic word study program to teach students decoding, encoding, spelling, and vocabulary.
In grades 6-8, six full workshop units help students go
deeply into their craft as readers and writers. These units
focus on major genres of reading and writing. Students
create and analyze argument, narrative, informational,
and explanatory texts to become effective speakers,
listeners, and collaborators. In both grades 9 and 10, students enroll in full-year courses. Grade 11 and 12 English
provides students the opportunity to explore individual interests. In addition to English 3 (a full-year A-level
course) and the two AP courses offered -- AP Literature
and AP Language and Composition -- students can select
semester electives exploring various literature types ranging from Shakespeare to Voices of Protest.

Social Studies

T

he Social Studies curriculum is aligned with the Connecticut Social Studies Frameworks. Teachers go
beyond the alignment of content and incorporate the four
dimensions of the Inquiry Arc: 1) Developing Questions
and Planning Inquiries, 2) Using Disciplinary Tools and
Resources, 3) Evaluating Sources and Using Evidence, 4)
Communicating Conclusions and Taking Civic Action.
Social studies in K-5 is largely driven by an inquiry approach where students expand existing knowledge
through authentic exploration of essential questions.
Here, teachers act as guides and coaches. Social studies
is integrated with all content areas enabling students to
identify and use authentic links between social studies
and other academic areas. Technological resources support the curriculum.
Middle school offerings include World Regional Studies I
and II, and a U.S. History course. Students also participate
in programs such as Veterans Day, Human Rights Watch,
Mock Trial, and History Day.
At the high school, students take two required courses,
Global Themes and U.S. History, before exploring a range
of electives and AP courses. In addition to AP courses,
Contemporary World Studies was recently accepted as
a UConn ECE course. For an interdisciplinary experience,
students can also choose Environmental Studies, a course
co-taught by a science and a social studies teacher, where
students engage in local environmental issues.
Junior Statesmen of America, Debate Club, National History Day, Rho Kappa Honor Society, and We The People give
students the chance to extend their learning, engage in
community service, and compete academically.

Mathematics

O

ur Mathematics program provides a curriculum
and instructional methodology that stresses rigor,
conceptual understanding, and problem solving. The
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Science

T

he elementary Science program is in a three year
transition, beginning with the 2017-2018 school year,
to implement the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS). Each elementary school has a .5 science coach
and engaging, interactive science labs for all students and
teachers to use. The new science curriculum is based on
the NGSS-Disciplinary Core Ideas, Crosscutting Concepts,
and Engineering Practices. The curriculum was implemented in kindergarten and third grade during 2017-18,
in first grade and fourth grade in 2018-2019, and in second grade and fifth grade in 2019-2020. During this 3-year
cycle, children will be involved in first hand exploration
to discover and investigate the world around them. They
will explore phenomena, create and revise models to
demonstrate complex scientific concepts, and defend and
justify their thinking with their peers. Students will solve
meaningful problems through the practice of engineering
design.
The 6-12 science program has expanded to include numerous technology and engineering offerings. In grades 6
and 7 students take a Design and Engineering course that
meets once a week; in 8th grade the course expands to
two days a week. In this class, students engage with basic
principles of electrical circuits, computer programming,
3D design, and printing. They study acoustics, principles
of flight, and different counting systems. In addition to
building their skills in computer programming, students
learn to work with hand and power tools, and they learn
to construct scale models using various materials. In
middle school science classes, students study the cycling
of matter through ecosystems and the role that human
activity plays. Students study how body systems function
and transfer energy to perform essential life functions.
Students also study Newtonian physics from the perspective of planetary motion.
High school offerings build on the foundational principles
learned in grades 6-8. Most students take Biology in 9th
grade and Chemistry in 10th grade, with many moving
on to Physics. The Science Department offers 29 elective
courses, including AP Biology, Chemistry, Environmental
Science, and Physics. Other electives include a full-year
Anatomy and Physiology, Forensics, Zoology, and two
Astronomy courses. Students can also select a two-year
Science Research course where they perform original
research. In terms of technology, engineering courses and
computer programming electives include AP Computer
Science Principles and two web programming courses.

Hall and at the National Choral Festival in San Francisco.
All students receive elementary classroom instruction
through grade 8. Vocal and instrumental-string instruction
begin in grade 4 and instrumental-band starts in grade 5.
Music technology classes are introduced in grade 6. In addition to 12 performing ensembles, Music Tech, Keyboard,
and AP Music Theory are offered at the high school.
In grades 8-12 instrumental students may choose to join
one of five curricular Symphony Orchestras. Elementary
and middle school students can join one or more extra-curricular performing groups including Chamber Choruses, Chamber Orchestras, Jazz Ensembles, Percussion
Ensemble, and Wind Ensembles. Over 1,900 grades 4-12
Westport students play an instrument and approximately
2,600 students perform in school ensembles.

Visual Arts

A

ll students
receive art
instruction, PreK8, that involves
the exploration
and discovery
of art materials
through varied
art experiences
including printmaking, collage,
painting, sculpture, and design
Self-Portrait (oil) Sarah Hyun
planning. High school students can elect to participate
in diverse offerings from foundational courses through
Honors and AP level classes. Students can choose from
traditional fine art media such as oil painting and photography, as well as contemporary digital courses such as
Design and Technology. The Visual Art program provides
a rich sequence of experiences with the goal of building
visual art literacy skills through the artistic processes of
creating, presenting, responding, and connecting.

Music

W

estport has been designated as a National Best
Community for Music Education for the past four
years. Students offer numerous concerts in the community and have performed recently at Boston Symphony
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Theater Arts

Staples Players in The Drowsy Chaperone

M

iddle school students receive theater arts instruction
in grades 6-7. The focus is on presentation and communication skills, and competencies through scene study
and individual and group presentations. Middle school
students in grades 6-8 can also access the Theater Arts
program through extracurricular offerings throughout the
school year including musicals, plays, acting master classes, and visiting artists and theater professionals.
The theater program at the high school, with a long
history of excellence, offers a rigorous and exciting
four-year curriculum rooted in both theory and practice.
Students learn the fundamentals of acting and explore
their creativity through Improvisation and Scene Study.
These skills are expanded and their technique developed
through mask work, Shakespeare study, stage combat,
monologue work, and live radio show production.
Theater history and acting theory round out the course
work. The theater curriculum culminates in the directing
course, in which students select, cast, stage, and present
a ten-minute one act play before a live audience in the
black box theater. In alternate years classes in costume
design and stagecraft allow interested students to explore
these technical aspects of theater. An extra-curricular
theater group, Staples Players, brings over 150 student
actors and stage technicians together and is largely
student-run. Staples Players is an active organization
year-round, producing a One-Act Play Festival, student-directed studio productions at Toquet Hall, two large main
stage productions in the Staples auditorium, and a more
intimate major black box production. Performances boast
annual audiences of 10,000+ drawn from the region, and

have won the New England Theatre Conference’s Moss
Hart Award for Best Secondary School Production in New
England ten times.

World Languages

T

he World Languages program is aligned to the
World-Readiness Standards published by the American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL).
It prepares students to meet the challenges of becoming global citizens by enabling them to communicate
effectively, interact with cultural competence and understanding, connect with other disciplines, acquire diverse
perspectives, and participate in multilingual communities.
World Languages courses emphasize oral communication
while also building functional proficiency in reading and
writing. The ultimate goal is to build interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational skills while targeting proficiency
goals and cultural competence. The K-5 Spanish program
allows students to begin their sequential study in a target
language. Students expand their studies at the middle
school level with choices in Spanish, Mandarin Chinese,
and French. Continuing those languages is offered at the
high school level along with Italian, Latin, and German.
A minimum of two years in a single foreign language is
required for graduation from Staples High School.
Our classrooms host guest speakers from other countries,
participating in interdisciplinary, multicultural lessons.
Students engage in national language competitions, join
peers in prestigious language honor societies, or complete
college-level work in AP courses, and UCONN’s Early College Experience program.
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Health & Physical Education

students to become empowered learners, creators, and
good digital citizens throughout their lives.
The ITL curriculum is taught through a team approach
where the classroom teachers, library media specialists,
and technology teachers each bring their own expertise
and skills. Students learn the information and technology
skills in context and at a developmentally appropriate
level.

T

he Health and Physical
Education program of
Westport Public Schools
is nationally recognized.
It maintains a focus on
health and physical literacy while educating the
whole child. We are a recipient of the federal Carol White PEP grant to help students make progress toward
meeting standards for physical education. The program
continues with an additional boost of $1.2 million through
a federal grant. Funds from the Westport Wellness Initiative have been used to update facilities, effectively infuse
technology, and most importantly, provide professional
development opportunities for staff.
In addition to meeting state mandates at all levels, students are exposed to standards that prepare them to
make appropriate healthy decisions. The K-12 overriding

Social, Emotional, and Physical Wellness

I

n addition to providing a challenging academic program,
Westport Public Schools is committed to educating the
whole child, and allocates resources to address the wellness and social and emotional needs of children. Student
wellness is important to the K-12 curriculum. Physical
health and wellness is the focus of Physical Education
programs, including the connection between cognitive
functioning and exercise, the value of teamwork and
collaboration, and the lifelong benefits of physical fitness.
The Health curriculum addresses social and emotional

fitness goal is to promote lifetime activity in individual,
group, team, or recreational environments. Students are
also able to choose specific offerings to meet their individual interests through a concentrated approach in lifeguard
training, yoga, functional fitness, or dance.

wellness, nutrition, digital citizenship and safety, substance abuse, and making healthy choices. Social and
emotional learning is also part of the K-5 social skills
curriculum. Lessons on internet safety and digital citizenship are embedded in the ITL curriculum, and reinforced
as necessary in authentic experiences. At the secondary
level, social and emotional learning is addressed through
the Developmental Counseling Curriculum. Future work
will include the adoption of a district-wide approach to
emotional intelligence for all members of the school system. Finally, throughout the District, each School Climate
Team has developed a goal to improve social and emotional well-being.

Information and Technology Literacy (ITL)

T

o be ready for college, workforce training, and life in
a technological society, students need the ability to
gather, comprehend, evaluate, synthesize, and report on
information and ideas; to conduct original research in order to answer questions or solve problems; and to analyze
and create a high volume and extensive range of print and
non-print texts in various media forms.
The Information and Technology Literacy program is
aligned not only to the Common Core State Standards,
but also to the International Society for Technology in
Education (ISTE) standards, and the American Association
of School Librarians (AASL) standards. The goal is to assist

Beyond the Classroom

S

pecific examples of Westport’s approach to the whole
child include:
● The District Wellness Committee partners with parents
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●

●

●

●

●

and the Town providing programming for parents and
students and addresses concerns about the social,
emotional, and physical well-being of all members of
the school community.
The Responsive Classroom approach to social and
emotional learning, coupled with explicit instruction in
social skills, is a foundation of the elementary school
program.
The Staples Resilience Project was developed over
the course of the 2012-2013 school year in response
to a seeming rise in the number of Westport students
at both the high school and middle school level, who
struggle with anxiety, depression, and stress.
SHS implements a program using the principles of
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT), which is beginning
to be used at the middle school level with students
struggling with anxiety, depression and stress.
In 2016-17 the District began collaborating with Dr.
Marc Brackett at Yale’s Center for Emotional Intelligence, and is embarking on the implementation of the
RULER (Recognizing, Understanding, Labeling, Expressing, Regulating emotions) approach, PK-12.
The District continues to develop practices and curriculum that create a positive school climate. In 2014-2015,
the District implemented guidelines to assure consistency with student attendance. The guidelines are
aimed at improving student attendance and reducing
truancy and chronic absenteeism.

math specialist, in addition to support provided by the
classroom teacher. The student’s progress is closely monitored, and if expected growth is not demonstrated, the
intervention may be changed, become more intensive,
individualized, or longer in duration (Tier 3). If the student
continues to struggle, the team meets to determine if a
referral to the special education team is warranted.

Specialized Instruction

W

estport’s broad continuum of services includes:
special education instruction within regular classrooms; special education instruction within a small group
resource or study skills setting; regular education classes
co-taught with a special education teacher or other related service provider and a regular education teacher; pullout services for intense skill development; self-contained
special education classes.

Special Education Prevalence K-12

A

state audit of special education enrollment is conducted each year. On that broad continuum to
address students with special needs, the audit shows that
on average about 10% of Westport’s students receive special education services. Since 2012-13, the range has been
at a low of 9.7% (2013-14) to a high of 10.4% (2016-17).

Special Education

I

mprovements continue to be made to programs and
services for students with disabilities. Examples include
opening an additional preschool classroom to serve the
needs of students impacted by autism and deliver services to these students in the least restrictive environment, improving transition services for students at the
high school level, and providing ongoing professional
development for staff in meeting the academic and social
and emotional needs of students. This includes specific
and ongoing training in Dialectical Behavioral Therapy
for all counselors, psychologists, and social workers so
that they can work with students experiencing emotional
dysregulation. Consultants to Westport Public Schools
include Board Certified Behavior Analysts, Psychiatrists,

Response to Intervention

O

ur school-based data teams meet at regular intervals throughout the year to review benchmark data
and identify students who need additional support. The
Response to Intervention approach provides increasing
levels of intervention to address academic and/or behavioral concerns when a student is not making expected
progress with the interventions provided.
Universal or Tier 1 is high-quality differentiated instruction by the classroom teacher to address specific student
needs. Tier 2 support is often provided by a reading or
13

and Neuropsychologists, each of whom assists Planning and Placement Teams in the educational planning for our most
involved students.
Westport Public Schools has initiated and implemented a Response to Intervention model for behavior which
addresses the behavioral needs of students at our elementary schools.

Gifted Program

P

rograms in grades 3-8 are designed to provide gifted students with specialized, in-depth instruction, an opportunity
for independent study, and positive group experiences.
Goals of the Technology Plan
BOE goals inform curriculum initiatives that inform technology initiatives, that inform technology purchases.
More specifically the goals of the technology plan are to:
• Ensure that learning experiences are empowering,
engaging, and supported by digital tools.
• Ensure that technology is used for assessment.
• Ensure that educators are prepared to teach 21st
century learners and are connected to technology
resources that support teaching and learning.
• Ensure students and educators have access to a comprehensive infrastructure for teaching and learning.
• Maintain or redesign processes and structures to take
advantage of the power of technology to improve
learning outcomes while maintaining efficiency.
• Ensure the latest advances in technology are used
appropriately and effectively.
• Ensure all stakeholders are aware of the instructional
technology goals and connections to curriculum.
• Ensure all aspects of the technology plan are managed appropriately and evaluated.

W

estport Public Schools’ mission for technology is
to support the development and delivery of the
District curricula. As part of Westport’s goal of continuous
improvement in curriculum, instruction, and assessment,
Westport Public Schools is tasked with developing a
5-year Strategic Technology Plan for curriculum and instruction. The last plan ran from 2012-2017. The next plan
will be based on the outcomes of this Strategic Plan. The
technology plan is a long-range plan to effectively provide
the most appropriate tools to access the best education
for all students.
Philosophy/Vision of the plan development

funding innovation

• Curriculum drives instructional technology purchases.
• The District should be on the leading edge of education and innovation.
• Westport’s curriculum should always be up-to-date,
dynamic, responsive and available online when appropriate.
• Teachers must be prepared to teach the curriculum in
transformative ways, using all applicable tools.
• Students should have equitable access to an abundance of vetted resources.
• Any plan must remain flexible to meet evolving needs.
• Funding must remain at a consistent level for the
District to readily adapt to changes.
• The District must continue to implement efficient and
innovative approaches to meet all administration,
facilities, and HR needs in order to provide a strong
support system for the educational process.
• The District should experiment using technology to
facilitate different teaching and learning techniques.
• The District must vet all emerging technologies via
pilots to evaluate alignment and scalability.

I

nnovation is an integral component of the core beliefs
of Westport Public Schools. The Board of Education
budget for 2017-2018 included $50,000 to support
pilot projects to test
new ideas,
develop new
approaches,
and offer
new learning
opportunities
to students.
Teachers
have been
invited and
encouraged
to submit
their ideas
and begin working on these innovative projects.
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Westport
Population Profile

PARTNERS
WESTPORT 2025
•

T

he School District has actively engaged parents and the
community in establishing the Westport 2025 Learning
Framework and the District’s Four Guiding Principles. The
District and the Westport PTA co-planned community
conversations and parent education sessions highlighting,
explaining, and gathering feedback on our learning goals.

•
•

Focused on continuous improvement, monthly meetings
between the Superintendent and the PTA Council parent
community share information, proactively communicate
changes, address concerns, and solve problems. The
Director of Pupil Services meets regularly with the special
education and gifted education PTA groups. These meetings serve to inform parents of District initiatives, provide
parents tools for working with their children at home, and
provide a forum for parent questions.

•
•

Demographics (from Milone & MacBroom, 6/12/17 report to the BOE)
• Declines in school-age children and younger families
versus a growing older population can be seen in
Westport.
• Westport’s median age has risen from 41.4 in 2000 to
44.6 in 2010 and 45.1 per ACS 2015 estimates.
• Growth in homeowners over 65 in Kings Highway,
Greens Farms, and southern Saugatuck neighborhoods is a leading indicator of potential housing turnover towards younger homebuyers with children.
• Since 2000 total households has remained stable.
• Greatest change is householders living alone over 65.
• Average family size is up slightly from 2000.

Principals attend monthly PTA Executive Board meetings,
host coffees on timely topics, and talk informally with parents. They participate in District presentations on topics
such as new curriculum initiatives, assessment, understanding the Common Core Standards and ways parents
can support student achievement at home, and more.
The community places an extraordinarily high value
on supporting its schools, reflected by the community
resources allocated. Westport’s per pupil expenditure
in 2015-16 was $19,200, compared with approximately
$16,260 on the state level.
Equitable Allocation of Resources Among District Schools

T

he equitable distribution of resources among District
schools is assured by the public, collaborative nature
of the budget process. Basic resources are allocated to
schools on the basis of enrollment; staff is assigned on
the basis of enrollment and class-size policy. Principals
review special needs of a school with the Superintendent
and allocations are made based on schools’ needs and
the benefit to the system. Technology and maintenance
needs are enumerated individually and handled centrally,
ensuring that each school’s needs are met. A long-range
restorative maintenance program covering every school
in the District was discussed publicly and adopted by the
Board of Education several years ago. The multi-year plan

• Westport’s population is estimated at
27,343 in the 2015
ACS Survey.
This estimate is 3.6%
above Westport’s 2010 Census population count of
26,391.
2012 State Data Center population projections forecast a slight decline by 2025.
ACS estimate for 2015 is 1,073 residents higher than
the SDC projections for 2015.
Broadly, the northeast section of Westport (Long Lots
and Coleytown districts) has the largest number of
households.
The area west of the Saugatuck River and north of
Route 1, and the southeast section of Westport, are
experiencing the greatest rate of growth.

Demographics (as of the 2010 Census)
estport is a well-educated community, with over
74 percent of its residents age 25 or older holding
a bachelor’s degree or higher. Westport is an affluent
community, with a median family income of $152,894.
Although racially Westport is a predominantly white
community, census data from 2010 demonstrates that
racial/ethnic diversity is increasing. Between 2000 and
2010, Westport saw increases in its Asian population (+68
%), Hispanic/Latino population (+55 %), and Black/African
American population (+5 %), while seeing an overall decline in its white population (-0.3%). Approximately 11%
of Westport’s residents were born outside of the United
States, adding to the diversity of the community.

W
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F

uture Management Systems conducted interviews
with community leaders, and the District conducted
a series of focus groups with parents, teachers, administrators, and students. A survey sought input from all
community members (parents, faculty, alumni, residents
without children in the system, and business leaders) regarding the strengths and areas of growth for Westport
Public Schools. The following themes emerged:

Where Are Opportunities For Growth?
Teaching and Learning:

• The World Language program, particularly at the elementary level.
• Consistency of academic expectations and grading practices across the secondary level.
• More professional development on differentiation (in service of addressing the needs of all students, including those
in the middle).
• Helping students see interdisciplinary and real world connections in order to engage more deeply in their learning.

What Makes Westport
Public Schools Unique?

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthy Learning Environment:
•
•
•
•

• Recognition of Westport as a high quality
school district, and
great pride within the
community.
• The District has a
strong commitment
to continuous improvement.
The administrative team is responsive to students,
parents, and staff. They communicate proactively,
assist with solving problems, navigate conflicts, and
provide District, building, or department management, and supervision of teaching and learning for all
students.
High degree of collaboration among educators.
Extremely supportive and involved PTA.
The District offers excellent programs for struggling
and high achieving students.
The District has a strong commitment to social and
emotional learning and student wellness.
Adults care about the whole child, especially at the
elementary level.
The breadth of programming at all levels.
Consistency in curriculum, instruction, assessment
across the elementary schools.
Excellent teachers overall.
Strong appreciation of, and commitment to, the arts.
District enjoys many strong partnerships with the
community to enhance instruction and foster an appreciation of the arts, including:

Helping students manage stress and anxiety.
Change the tutoring culture.
Teach kids to fail and become more resilient.
More opportunities for movement (physical education,
recess, within the classroom) at the elementary level.

Organizational Synergy & Efficacy:
• Teacher Evaluation.

One Last Word

Dear Reader,
In today’s exceedingly
busy world, competition
for our time and focus is
greater than ever. Thank
you for making the effort
to read some or all of this
Strategic Plan, as together we look ahead to the
future of Westport Public
Schools.
In addition to this Westport Public Schools Strategic Plan Executive Summary,
a comprehensive Strategic Goals Framework document details, in very specific terms, exactly what is
being done to address the five realms (see page 4),
the time in which they are to be done, the people who
are responsible for the actions, and evidence of work
and outcomes. That document serves as an internal
road map that provides the “how” as we navigate the
challenges and opportunities presented here.
I cannot stress enough how grateful the community
and the Board of Education are for the countless hours
and effort that went into the completion of this plan.
On a personal note, I am especially in awe of the Strategic Planning Committee members who worked for
over a year, attending dozens of meetings, doing their
homework, and investing their time to stay focused on
the bedrock of Westport Public Schools: Continuous
Improvement.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

• The Westport Public Art Collection is comprised of over
1,500 works of art in a broad range of media by notable
American artists, giants of the international art world,
and important local artists. The collections are displayed
throughout Westport’s school and town buildings to create visually stimulating learning and work environments,
and support the curriculum.
• Staples Players
• Orphenians
• Musical performances by students at the Levitt Pavilion
for Performing Arts

Dr. Colleen A. Palmer,
Superintendent of Schools
June 2018

• Collaboration with the Westport Historical Society.
• Students are well-prepared for college and careers.
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